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The need The infodemic in the context of the COVID-19 crisis, how it impacts people and 

societies; the need for better ways to inform people and to understand their 

needs.
Strategy The long way from “it would be nice to have” to “that’s how we’re gonna do 

it”.
Pilot results How the system is performing and what kind of data we are collecting.

What are we learning Strenghts, challenges and opportunities towards better risk and crisis

communication.

References Stuff we wrote and stuff we read.









Understanding peoples’ views, ideas and opinion to develop fair and effective measures
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• Transparent processes and access to data (including intermediate data) fosters trust.
• Inclusive approaches from the very beginning let us design better instruments, and let

people perceive themselves as co-actors in research rather than as subjects of
research.

• Anonymity guaranteed by transparency, clear data policies, and data hosted on 
reputable institutions’ machines put people in the condition to freely express their
opinions even when they are very critical.

• Qualitative data and co-generation of interpretations can deeply enrich the analysis
(magnitude AND meaning of phenomena)



• Provide personalized information that is needed, relevant, precise, and clear – based 

on empirical evidence.

• Provide information that is simple to understand and useful to elicit specific 

behaviours. 

• Provide information that is non judgemental – especially on morally loaded topics – in 

order to invite reflections.

• Complement information with links to official sources that might be difficult to find for 

lay users.

• Provide resources when relevant, e.g. contacts to associations or organizations for 

psychological health. 



• Targeted information vs. creating «information bubbles».
• Any role for censorship (e.g. anonymized diary entries presenting conspiracy theories)?
• Information vs. nudging/implicit blaming & shaming.
• Cultural: public trust that citizens’ voices are taken seriously.
• Political: Potential abuse in non-democratic societies (surveillance, identification of

citizens with «deviant» opinions, predictive modelling as a first step toward
controlling).

• Contextualization of the analysis: free access to data means that data can be freely
misinterpreted. 

• Risk of propagating own bias when preparing the information feedback: what seems 
simple or obvious to who writes the text could be perceived in a completely different 
way by the users.



https://publico.community/survey/18

• Are the questions appropriate?

• Is the wording clear?

• Is there anything you’d like to add?

• Is there anything you’d like to remove?

Email your considerations at giovanni.spitale@ibme.uzh.ch

https://publico.community/survey/18
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